
Deswik.SOT
SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION TOOL

Realize more value from your resource  
with an NPV optimized schedule

A companion module for Deswik.Scheduler, Deswik.SOT works 
to maximize the value of your resource investment.  Developed 
by MIRARCO (Mining Innovation Rehabilitation and Applied 
Research Corporation), Deswik.SOT uses heuristics and a unique 
evolutionary algorithm to optimize the Net Present Value of your 
long term mine schedule.

Calculating from defined cost and revenue inputs,    Deswik.
SOT rapidly selects for the maximum NPV at every possible 
branch point in a constrained mining sequence. Outputting as an 
optimized mining date for each task, NPV-optimized sequences 
are then processed through the Deswik.Sched resource leveling 
engine to produce a final NPV and resource optimized schedule.

Featuring a scenario-based process, resource capacity ranges 
can be easily explored, helping to quantify mining risk and 
develop mitigation strategies across your mining sequence.

SCHEDULE FOR VALUE
 »  Uses heuristics and a unique evolutionary algorithm to 

optimize the Net Present Value of long-term mine schedules.

 »  Control and narrow the focus by allocating more time to 
improving the highest-valued schedules. 

UNDERSTAND RESOURCE CAPACITY
 »  Capacity Analysis feature reports on the valid capacity ranges 

for the operational resources.

 »  Investigate a range of scenarios with capacity flexing to 
optimize against varied operational resource capacities.

ADD CONSTRAINTS
 »  Apply fleet-size constraints, as an additional option to 

traditional production constraints.

 »  Fix start date of defined activities such as exploration drilling 
and understand their impact on the NPV of the operation.

ASSESS RESULTS
 »  A set of significantly different schedules with the best 

optimized NPVs are retained for comparison.

 »  Add contaminant costs when the concentration passes a 
specified threshold for a given scheduling period.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
 »  Embedded within Deswik.Sched, the Deswik.SOT forms can be 

prepopulated from existing schedule fields.

 »  Optimized SOT sequences can be applied as seed schedules 
for further Deswik.Sched resource leveling processes. 

NEW IN SOT 2.0
 »  Count capacity profiles.

 » Scheduling period specified separately for each resource 
capacity.

 » More detailed specification of recovery factors.

 » ‘Trigger’ activities can modify plant capacities, have associated 
capital costs, associated changes in recovery and operating 
costs.

 » MaxLag property ensures fill activity occurs within specified 
time.  MaxLag can also be used to limit delay between 
successive development activities.

 » Operating costs for an activity can be aggregated from 
operational resource costs, or based on multiple activity 
properties.

 » Bar charts allow for a comparison of alternative schedules in 
terms of production, cash flow, or other properties.

 » Efficiency improvements for scheduling and sliding operation.


